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Introduction
You know that – Managing Innovations and
monetizing IP’s is key to organizational success
and profitable growth. So, a key question to
address is “How to manage starting from
capturing ideas through patent expiration –
across 20 years of life cycle, in which time a lot
can happen. If you are curious to know what
happens and what does it entail to manage the
patent lifecycle then, read on – this book is for
you.
This book walks you through the entire patent
management life cycle – how to automate key
functions and manage from ideation through
patent expiration. It also addresses – what are
the key metrics to measure, who are the actors,
what are the major activities, how to formulate
IP strategy and align it with business strategy to
maximize success and deliver value to
stakeholders.
Another key aspect – IP Integrations, which
integrates Patent Portfolio Management System
with rest of the enterprise applications is
illustrated to achieve end-to-end automation,
provide cost control, reduce spend and
maximize value to the business.

Thought Leader Series

The Definitive Guide
Of
Patent Lifecycle Management
Automate Patent Portfolio and Maximize Value
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Need of Patent Lifecycle Management
Before dwelling into what is patent lifecycle
management is and what it entails, you need to
understand what is the need of Patent Lifecycle
Management.

Transform Ideas to
Patents – protect
them and Create
‘Value’

Life time of a patent is 20 years in most cases –
starting from capturing idea to patent
expiration. That’s a lot of time and lot can
happen in this time.

Markets, new innovations, and even business
are likely to change during the lifecycle of a
patent or patent portfolio. So adapting to the
changing business needs is key to success. By
success we mean, increasing revenue and
profitability of the company and improving
stakeholder 'value'.
So, the key is to understand what are the key
steps in the patent management lifecycle, how
to manage them, what are the key metrics to
measure , as well as understanding how
automation of patent lifecycle management
enhances value for the organization.

It is needless to say that a typical patent
lifecycle management system must
automate and manage patent portfolio –
as well as the key functions and enable
business to maximize the Return on
Investment (ROI) and reduce the Total Cost
of Ownership (TCO).

Markets, new innovations,
and even business are
likely to change during the
20 year lifecycle. So, key is
adapting to changing
business needs by well
aligned IP strategy and
implementation plan.
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Patent Lifecycle Management – What does it involve?

Managing every Stage of Patent Application life cycle of Your Invention
From Idea Capture / Invention Disclosure through Grant of your patent & Patent Renewals

The Bottom line – “Manage Innovations and Monetize IP’s”
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Patent Lifecycle Management – What does it involve?
What is Patent Lifecycle Management?

Automate & Measure IP
Protection Continuously

Patent Lifecycle Management consists of several
facets. Key phases include:
• Capturing Ideas
• Evaluating ideas
• Finalizing Ideas
• Patent application drafting
• Patent filing
• Patent Prosecution Management
• Patent management
• Patent Renewals management
Why Patent Management System?
Your Patent Management System must be able to:
 Capture ideas from all people, business units
 Retain Ideas and knowledge
 Provision automated process for people to
contribute to ideation process
 Screen ideas to value, in short time
 Management gains visibility into ideas pipeline
 Manage patent portfolio & protect it for business

Managing all these under one roof is critical for
business. In short, Invention Disclosure
Management System is needed to automate –
that is, create, submit, manage, evaluate,
approve invention disclosure functions as well
as post invention disclosure activities which
include – drafting & filing of patent
applications, patent prosecution lifecycle
management and patent maintenance /
renewals management. PatFolio TM provisions
all these capabilities

Invention Disclosure
Management System
automates invention
disclosure functions as well
as post-invention
disclosure activities
improving ROI
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Capture Ideas & Manage Invention Disclosures
 Once a incremental discovery or path breaking discovery is made, announce it. The way
you can do this is through invention disclosure.
 In the first-to-file patent world, it is critical that you are first to file
 Who reaches to the patent office to file is the key. So, plan to file early. Reduce Pendency.

Empower your
Employees with
Invention
Disclosure
Management
System

 Before filing, patent review committee must look into the proposed invention & assess
for patentability and potential commercial value for the organization.
 All inventors can submit their proposed inventions online for evaluation by patent
review committee
 Manage all ideas / invention disclosures in centralized idea repository.

These steps ensure solid returns to organization in terms of
competitive advantage and ability to Capture & monetize
innovations and improve business "value".
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Million Dollar Question – To File or Not to File
A million dollar question is – Should I file or Not?
Consider these before making a decision:
• Evaluating ideas and investing is critical factor for business success.
• Review the valuation criteria or checklist in determining the "value" or "benefits of investing in ideas. IP
protection and then harvesting (Monetization of IPs) must follow.

Invest in ideas
Manage them
Harvest growth

Three main criteria to consider during the evaluation are:
 Revenue potential
 What is the Probability for innovation (idea) to succeed?
 What are the costs involved
Revenue potential can be assessed on several counts, key factors being – What's the potential for licensing,
how many licensees can be there, who will derive the value, is their competition? and is patent / licensing
going to be enforceable?
Evaluate what is the Probability for innovation (idea) to succeed – Some of the critical factors to consider
are – inventor profile (champion), is the area 'hot'? Is it being built on previous successes, what stage of
development is the idea or product?
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Million Dollar Question – To File or Not to File

What are the costs involved?
Typical costs include:
• Patenting costs
• IP Protection costs
• Licensing, monitoring & Administration costs

Capture ideas (Ideation) &
evaluate the revenue potential,
assess probability to succeed
and importantly estimate the
costs involved in filing patents &
IP Protection.

These considerations will provide superior outcome on the potential investment in harvesting the
captured ideas. Once you have decided to invest on particular idea or invention, PatFolio can extend
help in drafting patent applications and filing to patent office

Consideration of Filing costs is important, but considering what is
the overall gain is much more important
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Strategic Metrics for IP Management

Key Metrics to measure
IP Portfolio Metrics
• Patents Filed
• Patents Granted
• Patents Abandoned

Measure, evaluate
and make
continuous
improvements –
maximize value

IP Technology Protection Metrics
• Invention Disclosures
• Time to prepare patent application
• Total Pendency

IP Exploitation Metrics
• In-licensing agreements
• Out-licensing agreements
• Cross licensing agreements

IP Department Metrics
• In-house Attorneys
• Outside Counsel
• Oppositions filed

Apart from the above listed aspects, the other
key measures of Innovation process
management include:










Cost/benefit evaluation of innovation
Number of innovation partners - inventors
Revenue from innovation
Budget invested
Number of technology areas identified
Number of patent filed and granted
Costs for in licenses
Number of ideas generated
Revenue from Out-licensing

 Metrics on Idea Capture
 Conduct IP Assessment – Cost
benefit evaluation of
Innovations
 Manage Patent Portfolio
 Revenue from Out-Licensing
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Key Actors in Patent Lifecycle Management – PatLMS

Empower “Actors”
with business
process flow
automation and
Metrics for strong
business & IP
alignment

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CXOs
Heads of Strategic Business Unit
IP Executives
Chief IP Counsel
In-house IP Counsel
Patent Attorney
General Counsel
Foreign Filing Agent
Patent Agent

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inventors
Product Manager
Technology Transfer Manager
Licensing Manager
Contracts Manager
Contracts Admin
Assets Manager
IP Monetization Consultants
IP Auditors
IP Strategists
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Identifying & Deriving “Value”
 Protect IPs and Maximize Monetary Value
• Value is just not monetary. It comes in variety of forms:

Focus on all forms
of IP to maximize
Value








Drawings
Specifications
Designs
Processes, Methods
Formulations
Others
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Manage Radical Innovations & Incremental Innovations
It is critical to manage both Radical Innovations and Incremental Innovations in your Patent
Portfolio. Understanding and balancing them in overall portfolio is important as it leads to
involving people, IP strategy and consistent communications messaging that innovations is at
the core of the organization and it has executive management commitment to succeed.

Radical Innovation Lifecycle

Support Sustaining
Innovation

Radical innovations provide significant innovations
with respect to enhanced features & capabilities
which show marked improvements in terms of
performance or cost and result in transformation of
existing markets or creating new ones.
Radical innovations don't occur every day or so
commonly.
Typical characteristics of the radical innovation life
cycle include:
• Long-term – highly uncertain and
unpredictability in early stages
• Nonlinear – De-tours, encounter discontinuities,
setbacks and recover from them
• Management commitment is equally important
for the endeavor to succeed.

Incremental Innovation
"Incremental" and "Radical" are two most
commonly used terms used to describe the
innovativeness of a product/service or
process. Incremental innovation involves
refinement, improvement, enhancement
and exploitation of existing innovations.
Incremental innovation is characterized by
reliability, predictability, low risk and
tangible 'value' to customer. Incremental
innovations are also referred as sustaining
innovations or continuous innovations or
derivative innovations or evolutionary
innovations or improvements.
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Introduction to IPMation

Introduction to IPMation

Provisioning Endto-end IP
Management
automation
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Patent Application Life Cycle Management
Typically it starts with Invention Disclosure and goes until patent expiration,
20 years later.
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Need for Integrated IP Management Software
Patent Monitoring – Alerts and
Notifications

Manage all Documents related to
Patent Application thru Integration

Cloud Integrations

Prebuilt Integrations
Based on end-to-end business process flows
automation perform;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Email Integration
Integrated Document Management System
Document Management System Integration
Project Integration
ERP – Accounts Payable – Invoice Integration
ERP – Accounts Receivable Integration
Cloud Integrations
Salesforce Sales cloud application integration

Key Benefits
 Cost Management Control
 Spend Reduction
 Patent Monitoring, tracking – alerting & notification
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Best Practices for IP Monetization

Contracts

It’s all about
proactively
maintaining license
contracts

Management System

$
Big Cost Saving

It’s all about being Proactive versus being Reactive and running the risk of
losing revenue.
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Takeaways















Capture all Ideas
Manage Invention Disclosures
Identify IP Value
Draft Patent Applications
File Patent Applications
Monitor Patents Legal status
Protect IPs
Provision and provide access to people who need it, when they
need it & how long they need it
Do NOT make your legal applications work in silos
Integrate patent management system and enterprise & cloud
applications
Automate and manage IP business Operations
Minimize Risks – conduct, review IP audits & fine tune
Reduce Total Cost of Ownership, deliver Value

About VajraSoft Inc.
Managing Innovations & Monetizing IP’s

VajraSoft Inc. is Intellectual Property (IP)
Management Software Company based in Dublin,
California, United States – helping customers
Manage Innovations and monetize IP’s. VajraSoft
Inc. is Master Class IP Solution provider, and its
products won several Cloud awards including – UP
Start Cloud Awards for Best Industry Application for
2012. Silicon India magazine listed VajraSoft Inc. as
Top 100 Technology companies in US for 2013.
VajraSoft Inc. is also Finalist of StartmeupHK Venture
Program, conducted by the Govt. of Hong Kong and
UP Start Cloud Award for Best BI / Analytics
Application for 2013.
Our Product portfolio includes: IPMation Application
Suite – PatFolio TM – Global Patent Portfolio
Management System, IP Cost-O-Meter TM – a global
IP filing cost estimation and Budget forecasting tool;
IP Monetizer TM – to manage Intellectual Property /
Patent License management and ROI on IP; and IP
Patenalytics TM providing IP 3600 dashboard reporting
based on key performance indicators (KPI's) and
metrics.

PatenTrak TM – helps customers to prepare all
documents, forms related to US Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO) patent application
online submissions, and tracking all the
updates, actions and providing customers full
insight into patent prosecution process. Patent
Prosecution Highway (PPH) Automation – fast
tracks the patent examination process and
reduces costs and expedites IP Protection
across the globe. For more information visit http://www.vajrasoftinc.com

Kameshwar Eranki
CEO, VajraSoft Inc.
@vajrasoftinc
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